Setting up Quiz Review Options

Please note: If the “Scores” check box is not selected in all three quiz “Review options” columns, students will not be able to see their scores by clicking on the quiz or viewing the gradebook. All three check boxes for “Scores” MUST be checked if you want your students to know their quiz scores.

1. In your Moodle course, click on the “Turn Editing On” button at the top right corner of the page. This puts the course into “Edit Mode” and causes edit icons to appear next to each item in the course.

2. Find your quiz in the course outline. Click on the “Update” icon next to your quiz. It is shaped like a hand holding a pencil. This will take you to the “Updating Quiz” page.

3. Scroll down to the “Review options” heading. This displays the review options that you have selected for this quiz. There are three columns, which represent three time periods. If the quiz is set to use the “Secure Window” feature, the review information will also be shown in a secure window.

Immediately after the attempt determines what students can see on the review page that appears immediately after they submit their quiz answers. A student will see the information that you have selected to be presented on this page only once, immediately after he or she submits the quiz.

Later, while the quiz is still open determines what the student can see after they have completed the quiz, but before the quiz window of availability closes. If a quiz were available from the 1st to the 5th, and the student completed the quiz on the 1st, they could click on the completed quiz and see any information selected in this column until the quiz availability date lapsed on the 5th.

After the quiz is closed determines what the student see after the window of availability date has passed on the quiz and it can no longer be taken.

The minimum recommended values for these settings is “Scores” checked in all three columns. This will allow students to see their scores for the quiz (by clicking on the quiz or checking the gradebook) at any point after taking it, but no other information. “Scores” is the only setting that alters what can be seen in the gradebook, since the only information that the gradebook can display is a score. All of the other settings display information either immediately after the attempt or when the student clicks on the completed quiz.

Checking “Responses” allows the students to see the test questions, their responses, and any comments you have added to manually graded essay questions. Adding “Answers” allows the students to also see the correct answers for each question. Please think carefully about these settings if you are concerned about the security of your quiz questions. Allowing students to view responses in an unsupervised setting will potentially allow them to print or copy, the questions. Even with the use of the secure window, unsupervised students would still potentially be able to manually copy or photograph quiz questions.

Feedback, General Feedback, and Overall Feedback are all optional items that only apply if you have entered feedback information into the quiz or questions.